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SUMMARY
The thrifty-gene hypothesis (TGH) posits that the modern genetic predisposition to obesity stems from a historical past where famine selected for
genes that promote efficient fat deposition. It has been previously argued that such a scenario is unfeasible because under such strong selection
any gene favouring fat deposition would rapidly move to fixation. Hence, we should all be predisposed to obesity: which we are not. The genetic
architecture of obesity that has been revealed by genome-wide association studies (GWAS), however, calls into question such an argument. Obesity
is caused by mutations in many hundreds (maybe thousands) of genes, each with a very minor, independent and additive impact. Selection on such
genes would probably be very weak because the individual advantages they would confer would be very small. Hence, the genetic architecture of
the epidemic may indeed be compatible with, and hence support, the TGH. To evaluate whether this is correct, it is necessary to know the likely
effects of the identified GWAS alleles on survival during starvation. This would allow definition of their advantage in famine conditions, and hence
the likely selection pressure for such alleles to have spread over the time course of human evolution. We constructed a mathematical model of
weight loss under total starvation using the established principles of energy balance. Using the model, we found that fatter individuals would indeed
survive longer and, at a given body weight, females would survive longer than males, when totally starved. An allele causing deposition of an extra
80 g of fat would result in an extension of life under total starvation by about 1.1-1.6% in an individual with 10 kg of fat and by 0.25-0.27% in an
individual carrying 32 kg of fat. A mutation causing a per allele effect of 0.25% would become completely fixed in a population with an effective
size of 5 million individuals in 6000 selection events. Because there have probably been about 24,000 famine events since the evolution of hominins
4 million years ago, there has been ample time even for genes with only very minor impacts on adiposity to move to fixation. The observed polymorphic
variation in the genes causing the predisposition to obesity is incompatible with the TGH, unless all these single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
arose in the last 900,000 years, a requirement we know is incorrect. The TGH is further weakened by the observation of no link between the effect
size of these SNPs and their prevalence, which would be anticipated under the TGH model of selection if all the SNPs had arisen in the last 900,000
years.

INTRODUCTION
It has been established from a combination of twin studies and
family association studies that the majority of the variance in obesity
is genetic. Estimates vary between studies, but a consensus view is
that genetic factors explain about 65% of the variance in body mass
index (BMI) (Allison et al., 1996; Luke et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2002;
Wu et al., 2002; Segal and Allison, 2002), with most of the remaining
variance being due to individual environmental rather than shared
environmental effects. A major fundamental question is what
evolutionary process led to this situation, because on the face of it
there is a paradox. Obesity is well established to be associated with
numerous negative health effects, including elevated risks of
diabetes (Pi-Sunyer, 1991; Boffetta et al., 2011), non-alcoholic liver
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steatosis (Browning et al., 2004; Schwimmer et al., 2006),
hypertension (Isomaa et al., 2001) and some cancers (Calle and
Kaaks, 2004), which together lead to a positive curvilinear
relationship between BMI and mortality risk for individuals with
BMI above 25 (Prospective Studies Collaboration, 2009). How is it
possible that natural selection could lead to such a high genetic
susceptibility to develop such a disadvantageous trait?
A resolution to this paradox was proposed in the 1960s and has
been called the ‘thrifty gene’ hypothesis (TGH), after the seminal
paper on this topic by Neel (Neel, 1962). The TGH is beguilingly
simple and hence extremely attractive. Consequently, it has been
reiterated in basically the same form on numerous occasions since
it was first formulated (Prentice et al., 2005; Prentice, 2001; Prentice,
2005; Chakravarthy and Booth, 2004; Eknoyan, 2006; Wells, 2006)
and the hypothesis is mentioned in the introduction of many papers
on obesity as the underlying cause of the genetic susceptibility to
obesity.
The TGH states that, although obesity is disadvantageous in
modern societies, in the past it was advantageous, primarily
because stored body fat provided an energy buffer that allowed
people to survive periods of food shortage. Individuals that had
genetic mutations that favoured the deposition of fat during
periods between famines would therefore be more likely on average
to survive the period of famine and would hence be more likely to
pass on their genes to future generations. When this genetic
predisposition is embedded in modern society, where food is readily
dmm.biologists.org
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TRANSLATIONAL IMPACT
Clinical issue
Obesity is one of the most significant health problems facing the world today.
It is clear that obesity is a consequence of energy imbalance, but the reasons
why some individuals store large amounts of fat, but others do not, are
uncertain. Genetics plays a major role. One idea, called the thrifty-gene
hypothesis (TGH), suggests that fat storage used to be important for survival in
periods of famine. Hence, individuals with genes that predisposed them to
deposit fat between famines would be positively selected. This interpretation
has been questioned because, if it were correct, we would expect everyone to
have inherited such a predisposition – yet clearly we have not. Recent studies
using genome-wide association have shown that obesity depends on a large
number of genes each with a small effect. This genetic structure might be
compatible with the TGH because the selection on such small-effect genes
would occur very slowly.
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Results
The authors present a mathematical model of the process of starvation to
predict the impact of genes with minor effects on survival during famines. This
model shows that such genes would have effects in the range of 0.25 to 1.9%
on famine survival. Taking the lowest value and modelling the spread of a
mutant allele conferring a benefit on survival in this range shows that even
such minor-effect alleles would move to fixation over the time course of
human evolution. This suggests that the TGH is incorrect.

Implications and future directions
This study provides a context for understanding the evolutionary background
of the predisposition of some individuals to obesity. The fact that the TGH is
incompatible with the findings of recent genome-wide association studies
suggests that other approaches to understand the evolutionary background of
this condition are needed. Understanding why humans become obese might
help to develop new ways to treat the condition. The mathematical model
developed here might also be useful in predicting the responses of individuals
and populations to starvation conditions.

available, the result is widespread obesity. Obese people are simply
those who in the past were the lucky ones who would survive
famines, but in modern society are preparing for a famine that never
comes. They consequently become so obese that the negative
sequelae of obesity start to become apparent. Other examples of
strong positive selection on genes in recent human history include
the selection on the lactase gene in populations that developed milk
drinking and dairying (Bersaglieri et al., 2004).
The TGH has been criticised in part because of the term ‘thrifty’,
which implies the dominant mechanism by which individuals are
able to accumulate fat between famines is by reducing their
metabolic rate so that they frugally utilise the available food which,
while not in famine conditions, was assumed to be never very
abundant (Campbell, 2008; Bouchard, 2008). More recent evidence
tends to suggest that differences in metabolic rate do not underpin
the obesity epidemic (Westerterp and Speakman, 2008; Luke et al.,
2009; Swinburn et al., 2009) and that the major difference between
obese and lean people in modern society is actually in their food
intake (but see Church et al., 2011). However, this critique of the
TGH rather misses the point. The crucial aspect of the hypothesis,
despite its name, is not that the genes are thrifty, but that they confer
on the holder the capacity to deposit fat that will enhance future
survival when food becomes scarce or unavailable. Hence a ‘thrifty
gene’, despite its name, could easily act by increasing the capacity
to collect food, or efficiently digest it, and still perform its function
as required by the hypothesis.
Disease Models & Mechanisms
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Nevertheless, there are some serious issues with the TGH
(Speakman, 2007; Speakman, 2008; Benyshek and Watson, 2006).
A major problem is that, if thrifty genes (or more correctly thrifty
alleles) provide such a great advantage for people in times of famine,
and famines have been an ‘ever present’ (Prentice, 2005) feature of
the natural history of hominins, then we would expect that everyone
in modern society would have inherited these alleles, and by
implication then we should all be clinically obese. Yet clearly we
are not. Surveys of the prevalence of obesity show that, even among
the top ten most obese nations, the rate of obesity (using the WHO
definition of obesity as individuals with a BMI >30) is seldom greater
than 35% (Brewis, 2010). A pertinent question to ask therefore is:
if thrifty alleles are really so advantageous for survival in famines,
then how come so many of us did not inherit these alleles?
One of us has previously sought to illustrate this issue in a more
quantitative manner (Speakman, 2006) by considering a ‘thrifty
allele’ that confers a per allele survival advantage on its holder of
1.5%. Hence, heterozygous carriers of the ‘thrifty allele’ survive a
famine on average 1.5% better than those individuals that are
homozygous for the non-thrifty alleles, and a homozygous thrifty
individual survives famines 3% better. A model of the spread of
this allele from a single mutation in an effective population of 5
million individuals shows that it would move to complete fixation
in only 600 famine events. Given a conservative estimate that
famines with significant mortality occur once every 150 years or
so (Speakman, 2007), it would only take 90,000 years for a thrifty
allele to become completely fixed. This might seem a long time,
but is only 2.2% of the available time since the emergence of
Australopithecines 4 million years ago. By extension, any thrifty
mutations, as long as they occurred during the first 97.2% of human
history, would already be at complete fixation.
This scenario for the evolution of thrifty genes makes a critical
assumption about the genetic architecture of the cause of obesity.
This assumption is that obesity is caused by a relatively small
number of genes, mutations in which cause relatively large
differences in body weight that would translate to the 1.5% per allele
differences in survival between individuals during a famine. This
view was guided by the fact that, at the time the previous paper
was written, the only examples we had of genes that caused obesity
were mutations in single genes that had major impacts on body
weight predominantly via disruption of food intake (O’Rahilly, 1998;
O’Rahilly, 2009; Farooqi et al., 1999; Farooqi et al., 2001; Farooqi
et al., 2002; Farooqi et al., 2007; Farooqi and O’Rahilly, 2008): socalled ‘monogenic’ obesities. At the time it was widely believed that
the large genetic variation, which we knew from the twin and family
studies underpins the majority of the variance in BMI, would be
traced to mutations among a relatively small number of key genes.
Over the last 5 years there have been remarkable developments
in our understanding of the genetic architecture of the obesity
epidemic, owing in large part to genome wide association studies
(GWAS) (Day and Loos, 2011), which have allowed us to probe
in unprecedented detail the association between individual single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and BMI. The first common
SNP associated with obesity in the general population identified
in this manner was rs9099329, which lies in an untranscribed
region adjacent to the FTO gene (Wellcome Trust Case Control
Consortium, 2007). The ‘susceptible’ variant allele of FTO confers
an effect on BMI that is equivalent to 1.5 kg in an average height
237
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person. This has been widely interpreted as a 1.5 kg effect on
fatness but, given the imprecise linkage of BMI to body fatness
(e.g. Ode et al., 2007; Okorodudu et al., 2010), this might be an
overestimate. Nevertheless, the rs9939609 SNP, it turns out, has
an exceptionally large effect relative to other SNPs identified by
the GWAS approach. The largest study to date – the Genetic
Investigation of Anthropometric Traits, or ‘GIANT’, consortium
(Speliotes et al., 2010) has surveyed SNPs in 123,865 individuals
and identified 32 important SNPs for obesity, but these confer
much smaller effects averaging about 5-600 g of fat per allele. The
effects of these SNPs were completely independent and additive.
Perhaps most interestingly, these SNPs together explain only 7%
of the variance in BMI. Yet we know that 65% of the variation in
BMI is genetic (above). It has been extrapolated from these studies
that there are probably another 200 or so SNPs with similar effect
sizes and there are probably hundreds to thousands of other loci
each contributing a per allele effect of less than 100 g/allele
(Hebebrand et al., 2010).
This genetic architecture potentially causes a serious issue for the
quantitative arguments we have made about the spread of thrifty
alleles (Speakman, 2006), and it might well be that this structure
identified by GWAS is compatible with, and hence indirectly
supports, the TGH. The problem is that it seems very unlikely that
an allele resulting in deposition of only 80-100 g of fat would lead
to a 1.5% difference in survival under famine conditions. The spread
of such an allele in the population would consequently be much
slower than in the scenario presented in Speakman (Speakman, 2006).
One might imagine, therefore, that if mutations affecting fat
deposition had occurred at random over the past 4 million years,
some of these older mutations might have moved to fixation, but
that many mutations would still be under the process of selection
and their fixation would be incomplete. We would then have a
population embedded in modern society containing a random mix
of about 1000 susceptibility genes each with a minor effect and most
of these genes exhibiting a mix of zygosity at key SNPs: more ancient
mutations being closer to fixation than more recent mutations.
In this paper we will evaluate whether this is indeed a credible
scenario and hence whether the genetic architecture of the modern
epidemic, as revealed by the GWAS studies, lends support to the
TGH. The argument we will develop is as follows. We will first
generate a mathematical model of the process of starvation based
on our previous data concerning energy demands and body
composition in a population of 592 adults (Speakman and
Westerterp, 2010). This model allows prediction of the survival
duration of individuals that vary in their levels of body fatness. We
will use this model to predict the impact of a mutation that leads
to deposition of small amounts of fat on survival time. The
percentage difference in survival time with or without this small
amount of fat is thus a measure of the selective advantage that this
mutation would confer under famine conditions. We will then use
this more realistic evaluation of the survival advantage conferred
by ‘thrifty alleles’ to model the spread of such alleles over the period
of human evolution.
METHODS AND RESULTS
A model of starvation
There have already been five models that have attempted to
mathematically describe the process of starvation from a perspective
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of energy imbalance (Song and Thomas, 2007; Alpert, 2005; Caloin,
2004; Elia et al., 1999; Hall et al., 2002) and an output from three of
these models is the effect of initial body composition on the time
that an individual can survive in the absence of food. In addition,
there have also been several previous models that have
mathematically described the responses of individuals to energy
imbalance, including weight loss (Westerterp et al., 1995; Speakman
et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2010; Hall, 2006; Hall,
2010a; Hall, 2010b). Although it would be theoretically possible to
model starvation using these latter models by setting the intake
parameter to 0, they were not specifically formulated to deal with
such large energy imbalances over the protracted periods concerned
here. The models specifically dealing with starvation (above) differ
in their underlying assumptions and in their details, and hence derive
rather different quantitative outputs, while qualitatively agreeing on
the expected finding that an individual that is fatter will survive longer
than one who is thinner. There are also some less mathematical
approaches that derive similar conclusions. Inadequacies in these
previous models have led us to derive a new model that we will then
parameterise using data from the literature.
The general equation for energy balance in humans (Hall et al.,
2012) states that the amount of energy consumed Ein (food intake
minus faecal production) must be equal to energy that is expended
(Eout) plus or minus the energy that is stored (Estor), because energy
can neither be created or destroyed (the first law of
thermodynamics). Generally,
Ein – Eout  Estor .

(1)

That is, the amount of energy stored is the difference between
energy intake and expenditure. If expenditure exceeds intake then
storage will be negative and vice versa. Note that, in this
formulation, contrasting some other models, the units are energy
and not the rates of energy utilisation (energy per unit time),
although in practice the calculations of energy would be made over
some fixed time period (e.g. a day). Energy expenditure (Eout) can
be divided into four separate components. The energy required for
basal energy expenditure (Ebee), the extra energy that is used
following ingestion of a meal [called either diet induced
thermogenesis (Edit), the thermic effect of food or the specific
dynamic action], energy expended on physical activity (Epa) and
energy used for thermoregulation (Et). Hence,
Eout  Ebee + Edit + Epa + Et .

(2)

The energy stored in the body can be divided into three
compartments: stored glycogen (Egly), stored fat (Efat) and protein
that is a component of lean tissue (Eprot). Although the latter has
primarily other functions, it represents a source of energy that can
be utilised to prolong survival in the absence of intake (Forbes, 1987;
Prentice et al., 1991; Caloin, 2004; Elia et al., 1999; Afolabi et al., 2007).
It is primarily the compromised functions that occur when lean tissue
is mobilised that ultimately leads to death when starving. Protein is
found in the skeleton but we assume that this protein does not
contribute to energy balance during starvation. Generally, therefore,
Estor  Egly + Efat + Eprot .

(3)

Substituting Eqn 2 and Eqn 3 into Eqn 1 gives:
Ein – (Ebee + Edit + Epa + Et)  Egly + Efat + Eprot .

(4)

dmm.biologists.org
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During starvation, by definition, there is no food intake (Ein0)
and hence the diet-induced thermogenesis is also zero (Edit0).
For humans, we can also assume that they do not expend energy
on thermoregulation, because they generally inhabit
thermoneutral conditions (Et0). We can also define the energy
cost of physical activity as a function of basal energy expenditure.
That is:
Epa.Ebee ,

(5)

where  is a constant. This greatly simplifies the situation and by
substitution we can rewrite Eqn 4 as:
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(1 + )Ebee  –Egly – Efat – Eprot .

(6)

The minus in front of the storage terms reflects the fact the storage
is being depleted. This is the fundamental equation describing
energy balance in starvation. This equation is similar to previous
treatments but differs in some key elements. Song and Thomas
(Song and Thomas, 2007), for example, ignored the energy
expended on physical activity (assumed 0) and the energy
supplied by glycogen (Egly0), but included an additional term,
which was the conversion of fat into ketone bodies, which are a
crucial component of brain metabolism. Alpert (Alpert, 2005)
included glycogen with protein in a ‘lean tissue’ compartment and
placed a constraint on the daily mobilisation of fat.
Given Eqn 6, there are two key issues that need to be resolved
before a prediction can be made of the impact of variations of the
different parameters on survival. The first is that Eqn 6 implies that
the energy required for basal expenditure and physical activity is
supplied by glycogen, fat and lean tissue (protein), but it does not
indicate the ratios in which these different sources of energy are
utilised (see also Yang and Van Itallie, 1976; Payne and Dugdale,
1977; Forbes, 1987; Prentice et al., 1991; Dulloo, 1998; Dulloo and
Jacquet, 1999; Hall, 2010a; Hall, 2010b; Hall et al., 2011). The second
issue is that Eqn 6 specifies a process of energy utilisation, but it
does not indicate the conditions under which that process ends,
i.e. the state in which the starving individual dies of starvation. We
will now address these two issues.
Clearly, individuals start the process of starvation with a given
level of each of the energy stores, i.e. ETOTgly, ETOTfat and
ETOTprot. As time progresses these stores are depleted. Thus, after
any given time interval (t), the level of storage of each of these
compartments can be deduced from the amount available at the
start of that time interval minus the amount that is utilised during
that interval. Generally, the recurrence forms of the equations
linking energy storage terms over time are:
t  1, ETOTgly(t + 1)  ETOTgly(t) – Egly(t1,2,3……) ,

(7)

t  1, ETOTfat(t+1)  ETOTfat(t) – Efat(t1,2,3……) ,

(8)

t  1, ETOTprot(t+1)  ETOTprot(t) – Eprot(t1,2,3……) .

(9)

The body weight (BW) of an individual at any given time (t) is
the sum of the weights of the total storage compartments plus the
skeleton (Wskel) at that time point. The weights of the individual
compartments are defined by their energy density, which includes
their water content when stored. Hence, the energy density (kJ/g)
of glycogen is EDgly, of fat is EDfat and of protein is EDprot.
Generally, the non-fat terms can be collected into a single term
Disease Models & Mechanisms

called ‘lean tissue’ or fat-free mass. Hence, lean tissue weight (LTW)
at time t is defined as:
LTW(t)[ETOTgly(t) ⫻ EDgly] + [ETOTprot(t) ⫻ EDprot]
+ Wskel(t) ,

(10)

and fat tissue weight (FTW) at time t is defined as:
FTW(t)  [ETOTfat(t) ⫻ EDfat] .

(11)

Total body weight can thus be defined as:
BW(t)  FTW(t) + LTW(t) .

(12)

This formulation allows us to define the outstanding issues in a
more tractable way. First, we will consider the issue of the point of
death. Many empirical studies have observed the point of death of
people from starvation and have concluded that once an individual
reaches a BMI of 12 the probability of recovery, even if the subject
is re-fed, is virtually zero (Leiter and Marliss, 1982; Owen et al.,
1998; Henry, 1990; Rosling et al., 2011) [but see Collins (Collins,
1995) for a report on the survival of Somali famine victims at a
BMI of 10, perhaps influenced by their unusual height].
We will therefore define the point of death as occurring when:
BMI(t) ≤ 13 ,

(13)

BMI(t)  BW(t)/h2 ,

(14)

and

where h is the subjects height (m).
Second is the issue of utilisation of the different energy reserves.
The source of energy used by the brain is usually glucose (Siesjo,
1978). When an individual starves, the glucose in the body is rapidly
used up and the individual must then obtain glucose to sustain brain
metabolic rates by a combination of gluconeogenesis from fat and
glycogenolysis of the glycogen stores (Nilsson and Hultman, 1973;
Rothman et al., 1991; Kreitzman et al., 1992). Once the glycogen
stores are depleted, the glucose must be generated by
gluconeogenesis alone, but generally this process is insufficient to
meet the total energy demands of the brain. The shortfall can be
initially made up by lactate (Boumezbeur et al., 2010), but the
starving brain eventually switches to a mix of glucose and ketones
that are derived from fat mobilisation. Hence, there is a hierarchy
of energy utilisation in the initial phase of starvation that places
use of the very small amounts of glucose in the body first, followed
by depletion of the glycogen stores and then utilisation of fat and
protein. Because the stores of glucose are very small, we will ignore
their contribution and define two phases: the glycogen phase and
the fat-protein phase. This separation is consistent with previous
treatments of energy partitioning in starvation (Caloin, 2004). To
simplify things further we will assume in the glycogen phase that
no fat or protein is used, and then in the second phase when the
glycogen stores are depleted that only fat and protein are used.
The sizes of the energy stores not only define the body weight, but
are recognisable power functions of body weight. Glycogen is stored
in both skeletal muscle and the liver. Hence, the total body glycogen
consists of the sum of two terms: the concentration in the liver (Cliv)
multiplied by the liver mass, and the concentration in the skeletal
muscle (Csk) multiplied by the mass of skeletal muscle. Generally,
ETOTgly  [Cliv ⫻ (Aliv ⫻ BW)] + [Csk ⫻ (Ask ⫻ BW)] , (15)
239
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where weight of the liver is defined as Aliv ⫻ BW and weight of
skeletal muscle is defined as Ask ⫻ BW. On average, across a
population, as individuals get heavier the proportion of fat they
carry also gets larger. We can therefore define the proportion of
the body that is fat (Pfat) as a power function of body weight:
Pfat  ( ⫻ age) + [ ⫻ loge(BW)] + .sex +  ,

(16)

where  is a fixed constant,  is a constant multiplied by age (years),
 is a constant multiplied by loge body weight (kg) and  is a constant
multiplied by a dummy variable reflecting sex (1male and
2female). This formulation assumes that individual variation in
height does not explain any of the residual variance once the effects
of body weight and sex are taken into account.
Having defined Pfat in this manner we can derive ETOTfat and
ETOTprot as follows:
ETOTfat  Pfat ⫻ BW ,

(17)

A

ETOTprot  (1 – Pfat) ⫻ BW .

During phase 1 we will assume that the glycogen is depleted to
0.1-times its initial value. Thus, the duration of phase 1 is defined
by the starting weight of the individual, which defines the sizes of
these storage compartments. This formulation is also useful because
basal energy expenditure (Ebee) can be defined as a power function
of the fat and lean tissue weights plus the age and sex of the subject.
Generally, loge Ebee at time t is:
loge[Ebee(t)]  + { ⫻ loge[LTW(t)]} + { ⫻ loge[FTW(t)]}
– [ ⫻ age(t)] + [З ⫻ sex] ,
(19)
where , , ,  and  are constants, age(t) is the age at time t in
years, and sex is a dummy variable where male is 1 and female is
2. Hence, although a larger individual has greater sizes of their
glycogen stores, they also utilise these stores more rapidly. So the
actual duration of phase 1 is a combination of the effects of initial
body weight on storage and energy demands.
In general, phase 1 lasts for n days, where:
n  [0.9 ⫻ (ETOTgly)]/[(1+) ⫻ Ebee] ,
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0.6

n  0.9 ⫻ [Cliv ⫻ (Aliv ⫻ BW) + Csk ⫻ (Ask ⫻ BW)]/
具(1 + ) ⫻ { +  ⫻ loge[LTW(t)] +  ⫻ loge[FTW(t)]
–  ⫻ age(t)}典 ,
(21)

pFAT weight

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
4.0

3.5

4.5
loge BW

5.0

5.5

once the first phase is over the individual starts to utilise stored fat
and protein.
We can define the relative utilisation of fat and protein by a
ratio (Rfat; the proportion of total energy utilisation that comes
from fat):
Rfat  Efat/(Efat + Eprot) .

B

(22)

Rfat varies with the amount of fat in the body relative to the amount
of lean tissue. Hence, fatter individuals preferentially utilise fat, but
use increasing amounts of protein as the fat compartment gets
smaller, particularly as fat levels get very low (phase 3 of starvation)
(Dulloo and Jacquet, 1999), so:

2.6
2.4
2.2
loge BEE

(20)

where all the terms are a function of body weight. Thus, substituting
Eqns 15 and 19 into Eqn 20 gives:

0.5

2.0

Table 1. Assumptions built into the three models used to predict
weight loss and survival time of humans under complete
starvation

1.8
1.6

Model

1.4
1.2
3.50

3.75

4.00
loge LTW

4.25

4.50

Fig. 1. Empirical relationships showing the proportion of body that is fat
(pFAT) in relation to body weight (BW) and the relationship between
basal energy expenditure (BEE) and lean tissue weight (LTW). (A)The
proportion of fat in the body across a cohort of 592 individual adults aged
between 18 and 93 years in relation to sex and body weight. Body
composition was determined by DXA. The y-axis (pFAT weight) is the
proportion of fat in the body by weight and the x-axis is the logn body weight
in kg. Males are shown as black dots and females as red squares. (B)For the
same individuals, the relationship between basal energy expenditure (Ebee)
and loge lean tissue weight (LTW).
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(18)

Assumption
EDprot

1
8.5

2
6.5

3
6.5

EDfat

39.4

39.4

39.4

0.7

0.9

0.7

8

20

8

(minimum)

0.35

0.35

0.35

(days 2-4)

1.0

1.2

1.0

(days 2-3)
(start of decline: day)

(start of decline: day)
(minimum)

10

35

10

0.66

0.66

0.66

EDprot is the energy density of protein, EDfat is the energy density of fat, is a factor
reflecting physical activity as a multiple of basal metabolism (Ebee), is a factor by
which Ebee is multiplied to reflect either adaptive upregulation of Ebee ( >1.0) or active
downregulation ( <1.0).
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Body
weight
(kg)

120
100

Fig. 2. The trajectories of weight loss in a hypothetical 100
kg female subject starving to death, using three different
models each with slightly different assumptions. See Table
1 for the model assumptions.

model 1
model 2

80

model 3

60
40

Fatal body
weight (kg)

301

261

281

241

221

181

201

161

141

121

81

61

41

1

21

0

101

20

Duration of fast (days)

and the values of all the unknown constants in the above equations.
This is performed as a recurrent calculation over time intervals (t)
using a day as the unit of time. Generally,

(23)

where  and  are constants not equal to 1.0 and 0, respectively.
That is, the utilisation of fat and protein is not a simple linear
reflection of their availability in the body. The physiological basis
of Rfat remains unclear (Alpert, 2005), but we can define it
empirically using the parameters  and .
Having defined Rfat from the body composition, it is possible to
model the sequential changes in body composition over time, which
in turn affect the rate at which such resources are utilised via the
effect of changing body weight on Ebee. Consequently, we can model
the duration that an individual will survive under complete
starvation if we know their initial body weight, their age and sex,

t  1, BW(t+1)  BW(t) – BW, [t1,2,3…until BMI(t) ≤ 13] , (24)
where BW is the change in weight over the time interval and this
is defined from the relative utilisation of fat and protein (Eqn 22)
in combination with the demand function for Ebee (Eqn 19), both
of which depend on BW(t).
Parameterising the model
We searched the literature and utilised some data from a cohort
that we have published on previously (Westerterp and Speakman,

A
Energy
derived
from fat or
protein
(MJ/day)

14
12
10
8
6
4

Fat

2

Fig. 3. Energy utilisation from fat and protein, and weight loss
during a hypothetical fast to death. (A)The modelled energy
contributions by fat (blue) and protein (red) oxidation throughout
a hypothetical 268-day fatal fast by a 100 kg female. Throughout
the entire fast the majority of energy is supplied each day by fat
oxidation, but this contribution by fat gets progressively smaller,
whereas that from protein remains almost constant. (B)The
modelled contributions to weight loss (green indicates total weight
loss per day) by fat (blue) and protein (red) for the same fast. Until
about half way through the fast, weight loss was predominantly fat,
but in the second half of the fast it was predominantly protein.

Protein
1
15
29
43
57
71
85
99
113
127
141
155
169
183
197
211
225
239
253
267

0

Duration of fast (days)
B
Weight
Lost per
day
(kg)

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25

Total

0.2
0.15

Protein

0.1
0.05
0

Fat
1
15
29
43
57
71
85
99
113
127
141
155
169
183
197
211
225
239
253
267
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Rfat   +  ⫻ [ETOTfat/(ETOTprot + ETOTfat)] ,

Duration of fast (days)
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Table 2. Comparison of actual data vs model predictions for weight loss for long fasts (lasting >15 days) where the individuals survived
Actual data

Disease Models & Mechanisms DMM

Subject
1

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Sex
M

BWi
207.0

aBWf
81.0

Days
382

Ref
1

pBWf
58.2

Diff
22.8

pBWf
73.5

Diff
7.5

pBWf
75.7

Diff
5.3

30

F

147.0

89.0

315

4

65.3

23.7

67.2

21.8

60.1

28.9

2

F

119.0

85.0

249

2

57.3

27.7

55.1

29.9

67.3

17.7

3

F

127.5

83.5

236

3

63.2

20.3

55.8

27.7

68.1

15.4

4

F

190.5

127.0

210

3

127.4

0.4

132.3

–5.3

134.8

–7.8

24

F

104.0

70.0

203

4

50.2

19.8

50.1

19.9

52.6

17.4

21

M

157.0

94.0

189

4

81.2

12.8

83.0

11.0

86.7

7.3

9

F

181.0

119.8

177

3

108.7

11.1

129.9

–10.1

132.6

–12.8

5

M

130.2

102.1

138

3

88.5

13.6

72.2

29.9

77.3

24.8

6

F

115.2

77.6

134

3

75.5

1.1

75.0

2.6

77.9

–0.3

20

M

168.0

123.0

133

4

110.2

12.8

108.9

14.1

114.5

8.5

28

M

132.0

87.0

133

4

76.7

10.3

74.0

13.0

78.6

8.4

25

M

140.0

97.0

133

4

81.0

16.0

81.8

15.2

87.4

9.6

10

M

140.7

89.9

124

3

89.5

0.4

85.3

4.6

90.8

–0.9

7

F

99.9

64.5

119

3

65.0

0.5

62.5

2.0

66.3

–1.8

8

F

134.3

96.2

112

3

98.6

–2.4

100.7

–4.5

101.1

–4.9

29

F

162.0

122.0

105

4

127.7

–5.7

125.7

–3.7

129.7

–7.7

11

M

161.3

96.4

101

3

116.1

–19.7

112.2

–15.8

117.8

–21.4

23

M

105.0

76.0

91

4

67.6

8.4

60.5

15.5

65.9

10.1

26

M

102.0

74.0

91

4

64.7

9.3

57.5

16.5

68.2

5.8

17

M

143.8

105.7

89

3

103.8

1.9

100.2

5.5

104.5

1.2

18

M

208.5

164.5

74

3

170.4

–5.91

67.6

–3.1

172.3

–7.8

12

F

100.0

79.6

72

3

75.9

3.77

73.2

6.4

76.3

3.3

13

F

122.7

95.5

71

3

97.6

–2.1

95.6

–0.1

98.7

–3.2

14

F

99.3

72.1

71

3

75.5

–3.4

72.8

–0.7

75.9

–3.8

22

F

102.0

71.0

70

4

77.6

–6.6

75.4

–4.4

71.7

–0.7

27

M

155.0

79.0

70

4

119.2

–40.2*

119.3

–40.3*

117.4

38.4*

19

M

108.0

76.7

69

3

76.9

–0.2

71.5

5.2

75.8

0.9

15

F

93.9

69.9

66

3

71.5

1.6

68.9

1.0

71.1

–1.2

32**

M

61.4

36.5

63

8

36.4

0.1

36.8

–0.3

36.8

–0.3

16

F

92.9

66.6

62

3

71.5

–4.9

64.1

2.5

71.7

–5.1

31

M

96.0

71.5

44

5

73.9

–2.4

70.6

0.9

73.1

–1.6

43

F

123.5

98.8

41

7

105.4

–6.6

105.6

–6.8

107.2

–8.4

41

F

147.3

124.2

40

7

128.7

–4.5

129.3

–5.1

127.3

–3.1

36

M

127.2

105.6

39

7

104.2

1.4

103.7

1.9

105.8

–0.2

38

M

132.6

109.8

38

7

109.8

0.0

109.5

0.3

111.5

–1.7

33

M

125.2

101.8

35

7

103.9

–2.1

103.8

–2.0

105.6

–3.8

34

M

160.6

138.2

35

7

137.9

0.3

138.5

–0.3

140.3

–2.1

35

M

178.6

159.6

35

7

155.3

4.3

156.2

3.4

157.9

1.7

37

M

169.0

148.7

35

7

146.1

2.6

146.7

2.0

148.5

0.2

39

F

104.1

88.4

35

7

88.5

–0.1

88.8

–0.4

90.0

–1.6

40

F

108.9

93.0

35

7

93.1

–0.1

93.5

–0.5

92.7

0.3

42

F

117.0

103.0

35

7

100.9

2.1

101.2

1.8

100.8

2.2

Table 2 continued on next page.
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Table 2. Continued
Actual data
Subject

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Sex

BWi

aBWf

Days

Ref

pBWf

Diff

pBWf

Diff

pBWf

43

F

101.9

93.1

16

6

93.2

–0.1

93.4

–0.3

92.9

Diff
0.2

44

F

173.4

162.5

16

6

163.2

–0.8

163.9

–1.4

163.3

–0.8

45

M

159.7

145.6

16

6

147.0

–1.4

147.5

–1.9

147.5

–1.9

46

F

100.4

91.4

16

6

91.7

–0.3

92.0

–0.6

94.0

–2.6

47

F

98.3

89.0

16

6

89.6

–0.6

89.9

–0.9

90.1

–1.1

48

M

102.5

89.3

16

6

91.4

–2.1

91.3

–2.0

90.7

–1.4

49

M

154.8

140.0

16

6

142.3

–2.3

142.7

–2.7

142.6

–2.6

50

M

130.3

118.5

16

6

118.4

0.1

118.6

–0.1

121.9

–3.4

51

M

116.9

106.3

16

6

105.4

0.9

107.2

–0.9

107.1

–0.8

Disease Models & Mechanisms DMM

BWi, initial body weight (kg); aBWf, actual final body weight (kg); pBWf, predicted final body weight (kg); Days, duration of the fast; Ref, reference (see below); diff, the difference
between the model pBWf and observed aBWf values; M, male; F, female. **Subject died at end of fast; *excluded from summary in Table 3 as an outlier. References: (1) Stewart and
Fleming, 1973; (2) Thomson et al., 1966; (3) Runcie and Thomson, 1970; (4) Innes et al., 1974; (5) Jackson et al., 2006; (6) Ball et al., 1967; (7) Owen et al., 1969; (8) Meyers, 1917.

2008; Speakman and Westerterp, 2010) to derive values of the
constants in the above equations. The value of , in Eqn 5, which
defines the amount of energy spent on physical activity in terms
of Ebee has been measured on many occasions in fully fed individuals
using the DLW method.  seems to be independent of body weight
but declines in relation to age once an individual passes the age of
55 (Speakman and Westerterp, 2010). The average value across
many studies of individuals in western society is about 0.7 (e.g. Black
et al., 1996; Speakman and Westerterp, 2010); estimates from
developing countries are not significantly higher than this
(Westerterp and Speakman, 2008). During complete starvation we
can expect complex effects on , as are also observed during caloric
restriction in humans (Martin et al., 2007) and rodents (reviewed
by Speakman and Mitchell, 2011). Initially during complete
starvation it would be adaptive to be more active and to seek food.
However, if no food is available, continuing to be active would place
an extra drain on stored resources; it would therefore be adaptive
to return activity to normal levels and then progressively reduce
activity to minimise energy utilisation. Hence, in the current model
we have assumed that 0.7 on day 1, and then increases to 0.9 for
2 days before returning to 0.7 for an additional 2 days. We then
modelled two scenarios. In the first we assumed that the level of
 would remain stable for a further 5 days before it started to decline
at a rate of 0.005 per day until a baseline value of 0.35 is reached,
reflecting virtually no physical activity in the latter stages of
starvation. In the second scenario we assumed that the decline did
not start until day 20 of starvation.
During starvation and severe food deprivation individuals
respond by adaptive changes in their Ebee beyond that expected
from the reductions due to reducing body size (Kleitman, 1926;
Keys et al., 1950; Grande et al., 1958; Luke and Schoeller, 1992;
Dulloo and Jacquet, 1998; Alpert, 2005; Alpert, 2007; Weyer et al.,
2000; Prentice et al., 1991; Martin et al., 2007). Alpert (Alpert, 2007)
suggested that by day 40 of severe restriction [data from the Keys
et al. experiment (Keys et al., 1950)], Ebee was only 66% of the
expected level. In contrast, Owen et al. (Owen et al., 1998) reported
a decrease in Ebee of only 8% (not significant) after 18 days of
complete starvation, and Yang and Van Itallie (Yang and Van Itallie,
1976) also reported no significant decrease after 10 days of
starvation. Given the diversity of responses in the literature, we
Disease Models & Mechanisms

modelled two different scenarios. In both cases we multiplied Ebee
resulting from Eqn 19 by an additional factor [ where f(t)]. In
the first scenario it was assumed that Ebee was at the level expected
from body composition defined in Eqn 19 for 10 days (1) but
then  declined at a rate of 0.005 per day until it reached 0.66. In
the second scenario the decline started at day 35 instead of day 8.
It has been suggested that Ebee might actually increase in the very
first few days of starvation (Mansell et al., 1990; Zauner et al., 2000),
so we also included this scenario as well into the models, allowing
 to be 1.2 on days 2-4 of starvation. It has also been suggested
that Ebee might also increase at the very end of starvation just prior
to death (Rigaud et al., 2000), perhaps associated with almost
exclusive protein catabolism, but we did not include this effect in
the model. An additional possibility is that Ebee declines in relation
to the initial adiposity (Luke and Schoeller, 1992; Dulloo and
Jacquet, 1998), the reduction being less in more obese subjects.
This effect was not taken into account but would tend to make the
weight loss estimates we have made slightly too large.
Glycogen is a macromolecule comprising multiple glucose units,
but the energy density of glycogen (EDgly) is much lower than that
of glucose (14.2 MJ/kg) because glycogen is stored with 3⫻ its own
weight of water (Olsson and Saltin, 1970; Kreitzman et al., 1992).
Protein energy content depends on its amino acid composition.
This is generally assumed to be fixed with the average composition
of amino acids and this leads to an energy density for protein
(EDprot) of about 6.5 MJ/kg (McArdle et al., 2001) because it is also
stored with attached water molecules. However, others have
suggested that EDprot is higher, at 7.6 MJ/kg (Hall, 2008) or even
8.5 MJ/kg (Alpert, 2005). We used both 6.5 and 8.5 MJ/kg estimates
in the models. The energy density of stored fat (triglycerides) is
almost universally assumed to equal 39.4 MJ/kg (e.g. Leibel and
Hirsch, 1984).
Glycogen is stored in the liver and in the skeletal muscle. Mass
for mass the amount stored in the liver is higher, but because the
liver is smaller the total store in the muscle is higher. In fed subjects
the estimated glycogen concentrations of the liver (Cliv) (Nilsson,
1973; Rothman et al., 1991; Taylor et al., 1996; Petersen et al., 2004;
Awad et al., 2010) approximate 500 mmol/kg dry weight and in
muscle (Csk) 300 mmol/kg dry weight. Müller et al. (Müller et al.,
2011) published scaling relationships for total muscle mass by DXA
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and liver mass from MRI scanning in 262 adult humans. These
were muscle mass (kg)0.93⫻BW0.76 and liver mass
(g)0.1⫻BW0.62. The values for  and  in Eqn 15 were therefore
set at 0.76 and 0.62, respectively. Assuming a water content of both
the liver and skeletal muscle of 73%, the corresponding dry contents
of these organs was 0.2511⫻BW0.76 and 0.027⫻BW0.62. Aliv and Ask
in Eqn 15 were therefore set at 0.2511 and 0.027, respectively. The
glycogen contents (mmol) would therefore be 75.33⫻BW0.76 and
13.5⫻BW0.62. Given a molecular mass of 180.16, one mmol of
glycogen would weigh 0.1802 g; hence, substituting into Eqn 15,
the total glycogen content (ETOTgly) was defined as:
ETOTgly  0.01355 ⫻ BW 0.76 + 0.002437 ⫻ BW 0.62 .

(25)

Disease Models & Mechanisms DMM

We have previously studied a cohort of 592 adults of both sexes
ranging in age from 18 to 89 where we measured their body
composition using DXA (Speakman and Westerterp, 2010). For that
cohort we calculated the fat mass and then expressed it as a
proportion of the total body weight (PFAT). The PFAT was dependent
on body weight, sex and age (Fig. 1). The best-fit regression model
explained 75% of the variance in PFAT:
PFAT  –1.296 + 0.305 ⫻ [loge(BW)] + 0.001736 ⫻ age
+ 0.1337 ⫻ sex ,
(26)
where BW is in kg, age is in years and for sex males1 and
females2.
These data show that as individuals get heavier they get
proportionately fatter. Moreover, at any given body weight females
carry on average about 13.4% more body fat then males.
To explore the relationship between the proportion of the body
that comprises fat (PFAT), and the utilisation of fat during weight
loss (Rfat) we calculated the fat (FW1) and lean (LW1) contents of
the body corresponding to a given body weight (BW1) using the
data for the same cohort of 592 individuals (Speakman and
Westerterp, 2010). We then calculated the same values (FW2 and
LW2) for an individual that was 1 kg lighter (BW2BW1–1). If an
individual was to change body weight from BW1 to BW2 then it
would utilise FW1–FW2 fat tissue and LW1–LW2 lean tissue. The
Rfat ratio for this weight change could therefore be calculated
knowing the energy densities of these tissues (above) and related
to the proportion of fat in the body at the mid-point between BW1
and BW2. This procedure was iterated across the scale from high
to low body mass in both males and females. The relationship
between the Rfat and Pfat was described by the least squared
regression:
Rfat  0.489 + 0.547 ⫻ (Pfat) ,

(27)

which explained 98% of the variance in the fat utilisation ratio (Rfat).
We therefore defined  and  from Eqn 22 as 0.489 and 0.547,
respectively. This curve shows that when individuals are obese they
preferentially burn fat but at lower body weights, as fat levels get
very low, they increasingly burn protein (see also Forbes, 1987;
Prentice et al., 1991; Dulloo and Jacquet, 1999; Alpert, 2007). This
approach assumes that the cross-sectional differences in body
composition are maintained longitudinally in individuals when
starving, an assumption that has been previously questioned
(Alpert, 2005; Alpert, 2007) and also assumes that there is no limit
on the capacity to mobilise fat reserves, which has also been
postulated (Alpert, 2005). The extent to which these two
244

assumptions compromise the model is evaluated below, where we
validate the model against actual data in starving individuals. We
used the same data in Speakman and Westerterp (Speakman and
Westerterp, 2010) to define the relationship between Ebee and LTW,
FTW, age and sex (Fig. 1B). The least squares fit regression for
these data gave values for the constants in Eqn 19 as –0.7061,
0.6241, 0.0907, 0.00125 and 0.0607.
Predicted effects on weight loss and survival time during total
starvation
Because some of the parameters could not be defined exactly, we
generated three different models. The details of the assumptions
for values of the different parameters built into these models are
summarised in Table 1. To show the different predictions from these
models we predicted the change in body weight during total
starvation for an obese 100 kg, 1.64 m tall female aged 35
(BMI37.2). The results for the changes in body mass are shown
in Fig. 2. During the early phase of weight loss the models were
very similar but they started to diverge around day 35. Weight loss
was initially more rapid in all three models. Beyond day 30 the rates
of weight loss were virtually linear until the critical fatal BMI of 13
was reached. Empirically observed patterns of weight loss support
this almost linear decline following a more rapid initial phase of
weight loss (Heymsfield et al., 2011). Because the three different
models resulted in different rates of weight loss they intercepted
this critical low level at different times. Model 1 predicted a survival
time of 289 days, model 2 of 249 days and model 3 of 268 days.
Differences in the model assumptions therefore created a major
impact on the final survival time and the level of weight loss
expected at any given time from the start of the fast. For example,
at day 150, model 1 predicted the body mass would be 62.5 kg,
model 2 predicted 56.0 kg and model 3 predicted 59.8 kg. Although
the predicted weight loss appeared to be almost linear throughout
the period of starvation, these linear tracks were underpinned by
a complex change in the pattern of utilisation of different body
compartments. In all models glycogen utilisation lasted for less than
1 day. This is consistent with experimental data showing that
oxidation of carbohydrate from glycogen was undetectable after 23 days of fasting (Owen et al., 1998). The contribution of fat and
protein to energy demands over the remaining period of fasting
for model 3 are shown in Fig. 3A. From this plot it can be seen
that throughout the whole fast the contribution of fat to the total
daily energy utilisation exceeded that of protein. There was a
progressive drop in the fat contribution through time. In the first
week it contributed about 11 MJ/day but by day 268 this had
dropped to just 3.0 MJ/day. Protein in contrast contributed about
0.8 MJ/day in the first 150 days of the fast rising slowly to about
1.3 MJ/day at the very end. Contrasting the patterns of contribution
to energy requirements, protein made a greater contribution to the
total weight loss (Fig. 3B), reflecting its lower energy density. Until
day 180 the fat also contributed more to the daily weight loss than
protein did, but from day 180 onwards protein losses made an
increasingly larger contribution until around the end of the fast
(day 268), at which point the protein losses were contributing 1.5⫻
more to weight loss than fat was. Similar patterns of protein and
fat contributions to the total energy utilisation and weight loss were
apparent for the other models. The predominance of fat over
protein utilisation in the first few weeks of starvation is consistent
dmm.biologists.org
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2011), although the existence of a separate phase 3 has been
questioned (Dulloo and Jacquet, 1999).
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Fig. 4. The differences between the predicted weight loss and the
observed weight loss during complete starvation in humans. Predictions
from three models are presented and compared with actual fasts. Points show
the average discrepancies and the error bars show the standard deviations.
The fitted lines show third-order polynomial best-fit regressions (r2>0.98 in all
three cases).

with empirical measurements of substrate oxidation during
starvation (Owen et al., 1998) and body composition measurements
(reviewed by Heymsfield et al., 2011). One exception to this rule
appears to be the fast by David Blaine, who lost predominantly
protein over his 44 day fast (Jackson et al., 2006). The progressive
shift from predominantly fat to predominantly protein utilisation
in fasts has also been remarked on previously in many studies, some
of which have defined the response to starvation as comprising
three phases (phase 1 comprising mostly glycogen utilisation,
phase 2 comprising predominantly fat and phase 3 protein
oxidation) (e.g. Peret and Jacquot, 1972; Goodman et al., 1984;
Forbes, 1987; Prentice et al., 1991; Caloin, 2004; Heymsfield et al.,
Disease Models & Mechanisms

Model validation
None of the previous models of weight loss or survival time during
starvation have been validated against actual data beyond 30 days
of starvation (Hall, 2006; Hall, 2011; Hall, 2012). We sought to
validate the models we generated in two ways. During hunger
strikes individuals deliberately refuse food, while sustaining water
intake, generally to draw public attention to a political cause.
Occasionally these hunger strikes are prolonged until the
individuals die (Leiter and Marliss, 1982; Altun et al., 2004). We
found records of the time taken to die for 20 political hunger strikers
dating back to 1920, all except one of which were male. Among
these individuals the average time to death was 62.5 days (range
11 to 115 days). From the model this corresponds to a predicted
average starting body weight of 82 kg (predicted range of starting
weights from 50 to 112 kg). Unfortunately, there are data for the
body weight and height at the start of a fatal fast for only one
individual: an American weighing 61.4 kg who starved himself to
death in 1920 (Meyers, 1917; Elia, 2000). The models predicted
that at this starting weight he would live for 63 days (model 1), 41
days (model 2) and 47 days (model 3). In fact he survived 63 days,
the exact duration predicted by model 1.
In addition to people starving themselves to death, very often
in the past people have starved themselves for protracted periods
with the aim of losing weight (Johnstone, 2007). This ‘therapeutic
fasting’ as a treatment for obesity was initially advocated by Folin
and Denis (Folin and Denis, 1915) and Benedict (Benedict, 1915),
but was not widely adopted until it and was picked up by Bloom
(Bloom, 1959). During the early 1960s it was common for obese
people to be placed on 12- to 16-day fasts to lose body weight (e.g.
Drenick et al., 1964; Benoit et al., 1965; Harrison and Harden, 1966;
Ball et al., 1967; Gilliland, 1967). Gradually, the durations of these
fasts increased until fasts exceeding 100 days were relatively
common (Thomson et al., 1966) culminating in a fast of 382 days
by a grossly obese male patient from Dundee in Scotland (Stewart
and Fleming, 1973). Therapeutic fasting, however, fell out of favour
when it became apparent that it had a high incidental mortality
rate mostly due to renal dysfunction and cardiac damage (Cubberley
et al., 1965; Spencer, 1968; Runcie and Thomson, 1970). Fasting
for protracted periods without the intention of dying remains
occasionally practiced (Johnstone, 2007) for religious reasons, to
gain public attention for a cause (e.g. Mia Farrow’s 12-day fast to
draw attention to the crisis in Dafur) or as a publicity stunt (David
Blaine’s 44-day fast in a perspex box suspended above the banks
of the Thames in London, UK (Jackson et al., 2006; Korbonits et
al., 2005; Korbonits et al., 2007).
The extent of weight loss during prolonged fasts provides a
second method to validate the model predictions. We collated data
from the literature for 51 recorded fasts exceeding 15 days in
duration where data were available for the starting and finishing
weights of the subjects. We entered the starting weights into the
three models to predict the finishing weight at the time when the
fast was terminated (Table 1). In addition we compiled data on
shorter fasts lasting 5-20 days (Table 2). In these shorter fasts the
individual data were not available so we used the group means
instead.
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Table 3. Comparison of actual data vs model predictions for weight loss for short fasts (lasting <15 days)
Actual data

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Study
1

n
11

Sex
M

BWi
71.04

aBWf
67.5

Days
5

pBWf
67.2

Diff
0.3

pBWf
66.3

Diff
1.2

pBWf
66.8

Diff
0.7

2

9

F

126.8

120.5

6

122.2

–1.7

121.8

–1.3

122.2

–1.7

3

7

M

115.6

106.6

10

107.8

–1.2

107.4

–0.8

108.0

–1.4

4

6

M

140.0

132.5

10

131.6

0.9

131.5

1.0

132.0

0.5

5

46

M/F

103.0

95.2

14

95.3

–0.1

95.3

–0.1

95.7

–0.5
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n, number of subjects in the study; BWi, initial body weight (kg); aBWf, actual final body weight (kg); pBWf, predicted final body weight (kg); Days, duration of the fast; Ref, reference
(see below); diff, the difference between the model pBWf and observed aBWf values; M, male; F, female. References: (1) Afolabi et al., 2007; (2) Andersen et al., 1997; (3) Benoit et al.,
1967; (4) Yang and van Itallie, 1976; (5) Galliland, 1967.

Combining the data from Tables 1 and 2 we grouped the fasting
durations into classes and then compared the actual weight losses
with those predicted from the three models. The differences between
the model predictions and the actual weight losses in relation to
fasting time are illustrated in Fig. 4 and tabulated in Table 4. At any
particular duration there was a wide variation in the discrepancy
between the actual and predicted weight losses. These discrepancies
are at least in part because the model predictions depend on the age
of the subject, yet the age was not specified for almost all the fasts
reported in Tables 3 and 4 and hence we had to assume a fixed age
(we used 35). Moreover, some weight loss must occur, and be variable
between individuals, because of faecal losses – yet these were not
accounted for in the model predictions. Ignoring the potential
differences between longitudinal and cross-sectional responses
(Alpert, 2007) and also ignoring a putative daily limit on fat oxidation
(Alpert, 2005) did not appear to seriously compromise the predictive
abilities of the models.
The average differences between the models and the actual
weight losses showed similar patterns as a function of the duration
of the fasts for all three models. In particular the weight loss in the
early phase of the fast was greater than the models predicted, but
for very long fasts subjects lost less weight than predicted by the
models. These patterns were best described by third-order
polynomial equations. This discrepancy for very long fasts may
mean that additional compensatory measures may be recruited
when subjects fast for such protracted periods. For example, Ebee
may continue to decline below the level reported in the Minnesota
study (i.e. <0.66), and the level of physical activity relative to Ebee
() may also continue to decline below the value of 0.35 that we
considered minimal. Nevertheless, it was impossible to eliminate

the overestimated weight loss even by allowing the critical
parameters to fall to 0.5 and 0.15. Because some of these
individuals were being treated on an outpatient basis it is tempting
to speculate that the failure of the models to accurately predict their
weight loss was because they were not completely starving
themselves in the latter phases of the fasts. For the early phase of
the fasts, where we have more information on what responses
individuals make, the discrepancies in the early phase of the fasts
were greatest for model 1. Although model 2 had the lowest
discrepancies for fasts up to 50 days, between 50 and 200 days it
was more discrepant than model 3. On average, model 3 provided
the least discrepant predictions over the widest duration of fasts.
We therefore used model 3 to complete the analysis. Using models
1 and 2 did not change any of the conclusions that were ultimately
drawn.
Using the model to predict the effect of fat content on survival
time
We used model 3 to predict the survival time of individual females
that varied in total weight between 50 kg (BMI18.6, fat content
10.66 kg) and 100 kg (BMI37.2, fat content 32.3 kg) and for
individual males that varied in body weight from 55 kg (BMI16.97,
fat content 6.1 kg) and 115 kg (BMI35.5, fat content 38.4 kg). The
BMI values stated above were estimated assuming average female
height of 1.64 m and average male height of 1.8 m. The relationships
between body fat content and survival time are shown in Fig. 5. In
both males and females the relationships were positive and very
slightly curved so hence best described by second-order
polynomials. These plots show the expected result for both sexes,
that if an individual stores more fat then, under complete starvation,

Table 4. Summary of the data in Tables 2 and 3
Model 1
Days
245.1

Mean
9.13

Model 2
s.e.
3.49

Mean
12.80

Model 3
s.e.
4.93

Mean
8.93

s.e.
4.64

125.2

0.63

1.91

5.74

4.06

1.43

3.62

74.1

–2.94

1.56

3.67

1.92

–0.07

1.41

38.0

–3.68

0.87

–0.60

0.88

–1.85

0.78

15.8

–1.90

0.36

–1.09

0.27

–1.49

0.34

7.0

–0.48

0.70

0.03

0.80

–0.48

0.77

Mean discrepancy between the actual weight loss (kg) and the predicted weight loss (kg) for models 1-3 for fasts of varying average durations (days). Standard error for the
differences is also shown (s.e.).
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FEMALES
350

y = -0.0484x2 + 10.11x - 52.41
R² = 0.9994

300

Survival
duration
(days)

Table 5. Survival effects (duration of survival when totally starving)
in males and females of different fat contents and the % effect on
this survival of carrying an extra 80 g of fat

200

Fat content
(kg)
10

150

12

250

Female
survival
(days)
43.8
61.8

% increase
1.67

Male
survival
(days)
51.7

% increase
1.10

1.16

65.9

0.86

15

88.2

0.78

87.1

0.65

17

105.4

0.64

101.3

0.56

50

20

130.3

0.50

122.6

0.46

0

23

154.4

0.41

143.9

0.39

25

170.0

0.36

158.0

0.36

27

185.2

0.32

172.2

0.33

30

207.2

0.28

193.5

0.29

32

221.4

0.25

207.7

0.27

100

0

10

20

30

40

50

Stored body fat (kg)

MALES
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250

Survival
duration
(days)

y = -0.0365x2 + 7.1259x - 19.196
R² = 0.9999
200
150
100
50
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

Stored body fat (kg)

Fig. 5. The predicted effect of body fatness on survival time under
complete starvation for females and males carrying different amounts of
body fat. The lines reflect the second-order polynomial equations that are
shown in the plots.

they will live longer than someone who stores less fat. These
differences in initial fat content are correlated with differences in
protein stores, which are automatically adjusted in the model. They
also show that at a given level of fat storage females will survive
longer than males, although below a body fatness of 20 kg (BMI
approx. 25) the difference between the sexes is minimal.
Modelling the impact of alleles of small effect on survival time
To explore the effect of alleles that have very minor effects on body
fatness, which from the GWAS studies appears to be the majority
of genetic variants in the human population, we used the relationships
in Fig. 5 between fat content and survival. We considered individuals
with fat contents up to 32 kg. We chose these limits because these
are the fat masses that equate in the model to survival for about 150200 days, which we considered to be the limits at which the model
retained accuracy (Fig. 4). Moreover, individuals storing more fat
than this were probably rare during the early period of our history.
For each fat mass we predicted the survival time, and we then
predicted the survival time if the individual stored 80 g more fat
(Table 5). We then expressed the increase in survival time as a
Disease Models & Mechanisms

percentage of the survival time without the extra 80 g of fat. Having
an extra 80 g of fat had only a minor effect on survival, as anticipated.
Expressed relative to the starting amount of fat this generated an
increase in survival time of 1.67% and 1.1% in females and males,
respectively, when they had only 10 kg of body fat. However, at
32 kg of fat to start with, having an extra 80 g would only increase
survival in females by 0.25% and in males by 0.27%. To take a
conservative approach we assumed therefore that the smallest effect
that an allele conferring deposition of an extra 80 g of fat would have
would be about 0.25%. That is, a heterozygotic individual carrying
one variant allele would have a 0.25% better survival chance in a
famine than a wild-type homozygote, whereas the homozygotic
individual with two alleles conferring deposition of 160 g of fat would
survive 0.5% better. Using these values we modified our previous
model (Speakman, 2006) to predict the number of famine events it
would take for such a mutation to move to fixation under the pressure
of natural selection as envisaged by the TGH.
The model (Speakman, 2006) is a simple selection model based
on differential expectations of survival of different genotypes in a
series of selection events. The population is set at 5 million individuals
and it is assumed that there is a single mutation event to generate a
single heterozygous individual (Aa) at time 0. The abundance of each
genotype is then calculated after a selection event resulting in
differential mortality. That is, after event 1 the population abundance
of the heterozygote Aa(1/5,000,000)⫻pSurv(Aa), where pSurv(Aa)
is the probability of the heterozygotic individual surviving, and
the abundance of the homozygotic wild type (AA) is (4,999,999/
5,000,000)⫻pSurv(AA), where pSurv(AA) is the probability of the
wild-type surviving. The population is then assumed to expand back
to 5 million individuals before the next selection event, under an
assumption of random mating. That is, it is assumed the different
alleles confer no reproductive advantages between selection events,
and there is no assortative mating favouring the appearance of the
homozygotic aa genotype. The model is then iterated through
multiple selection events (up to 8500 events) to generate the time
course of changes in the distribution of AA, Aa and aa genotypes.
The results show that it would in fact take about 6000 famine
events for such a mutation to become fixed (Fig. 6). Recall that this
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0.4

0.2

0.2

Fig. 6. The modelled spread of an allele due to a random mutation
conferring an effect of storing an extra 80 g of fat on an individual
already storing 30 kg of body fat. The allele is assumed to increase survival
during famines by 0.25% [hence, survival during famine of AA (wild-type
homozygote)0.68, of Aa (heterozygote)0.6825 and for aa (mutant
homozygote)0.685]. The allele moves from being a mutation in a single
individual to complete fixation in the entire population after about 6000
selection events (famines).

is a maximal estimate because (1) most identified and inferred
mutations affecting fat storage have an effect size exceeding 80
g/allele, and (2) we modelled the effect of such an allele in
individuals already storing large quantities of fat. In individuals
storing lesser amounts the effect on survival would be greater (Table
5). If we use the estimated frequency of famine events as 1/150
years (Speakman, 2006; Speakman, 2007) then it would take about
900,000 years for such a mutation to spread through the entire
population and become fixed. Given the 4-million-year timespan
that hominins have existed, it is clear that this is easily enough time
for putative mutations affecting obesity to become fixed, unless they
had all occurred within the last million years or so. Given
approximately 50% of the known SNPs linked to obesity identified
to date are also found in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) (Southam
et al., 2009), this requirement does not accord with the known facts.
Let us imagine, however, that the SNPs causing obesity had all
happened in the last 900,000 years as required by this model. If the
SNPs occurred at random in time we would expect those having
greater effects would move to fixation more rapidly than those
having smaller effects if they were under selection. However, using
the data from Speliotes et al. (Speliotes et al., 2010) for all the known
SNPs affecting BMI, there is no significant relationship between
the effect size of an SNP and its prevalence (Fig. 7).
DISCUSSION
These data falsify the hypothesis that repeated catastrophic famine
events provide the selection pressure that is responsible for the
variety and prevalence of obesity gene variants identified in the
GWAS studies. Because this was the original TGH proposed by
Neel (Neel, 1962), we suggest that this is also a falsification of the
TGH in its basic formulation. If the alleles in question also had
positive effects on famine fertility as well as survival [as suggested
by Prentice et al. (Prentice et al., 2008)] then they would go to
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Fig. 7. The relationship between effect size and prevalence for 32 SNPs
identified by Speliotes et al. as being significantly linked to BMI. r20.4,
P0.78 (Speliotes et al., 2010).

fixation even more rapidly and hence this alternative adaptive
scenario for the TGH is even less likely to be correct. Nevertheless,
alternative selection models are possible – for example, the alleles
may not be neutral in events between famines which may provide
a counterbalancing selective pressure preventing the genes moving
to fixation. These alternative selection models are fundamentally
different from the TGH as envisaged by Neel (Neel, 1962) and
subsequent iterations by many authors, and we suggest that they
should be called ‘selection models for obesity’ or SMOs, to
distinguish them from other models based on genetic drift
(Speakman, 2007; Speakman, 2008).
The idea that the genetic basis of obesity may be a consequence
of a process of genetic drift differs fundamentally from models
based on selection. In the models suggested by Speakman
(Speakman, 2007; Speakman, 2008) called the ‘drifty gene’
hypothesis, it is suggested that early in hominin evolution we
probably had a very strictly controlled regulation of body weight
and that excessive adiposity was selected against by the risk of
predation [see also different models of weight regulation in
Speakman et al. (Speakman et al., 2011)]. However, this selective
cap on adiposity was effectively removed around 2 million years
ago when we discovered fire, became social animals and invented
weapons. These three factors were enough to almost eliminate the
risk of predation. Under this scenario it is suggested that the genes
regulating the upper cap on adiposity would be free from selection
and would be susceptible to genetic drift.
Conclusion
Modelling the effects that an allele producing a minor effect on fat
storage (80 g) has on survival during total starvation shows that such
alleles would have an effect on famine survival greater than about
0.25%. A mutation with such a per allele effect on survival would
still spread through the population to fixation in about 6000 selection
(famine) events, which would take about 900,000 years of human
history. Because human evolution spans a timescale about 4⫻
longer than this, most mutations having an effect on fat storage would
be predicted to move to fixation in the population if the TGH was
correct – unless such mutations had all occurred in the past 900,000
dmm.biologists.org
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years. Because we know that this is not the case, the genetic
architecture of the modern susceptibility to obesity, revealed by the
GWAS studies, is inconsistent with the TGH. Alternative ideas such
as, but not restricted to, the ‘drifty gene’ hypothesis (Speakman, 2007;
Speakman, 2008) are more consistent with the modern genetic data
derived from GWAS, and may provide a better understanding of
why some individuals are susceptible to obesity in modern society.
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